Christian Identity Crisis and the Jewish People
by High Priest Jake Carlson
To start off, the name of Satan, which means "Enemy/Adversary" in HEBREW, is
the foundation of so-called "Anti-Semitism." This means that anyone who
believes that the Jews are "of Satan" is an idiot. Even just using Satan's name,
itself, activates "Anti-Semitic" forces, whether this is intentional or not. This,
alone, should be enough to make even a retarded person think twice before
continuing to go on believing that the Jews are the offspring of "Satan" like the
Christian Identity people believe.
The Christian Identity Movement is a Jewish abomination that was created to
target National Socialists and White Nationalists to turn them into Christians.
Anyone who is a Christian is under Jewish control, no matter how much faith they
have in a "White" version of Christ to save them from the Jews. If so-called "AntiSemitism" comes in a Christian form, it just goes down the drain and goes to
waste. Like Islam, Christianity is nothing more than the continuation of Judaism,
which concludes with Global Communism. That also goes for the Christians who
think they are "fighting" Communism. Even if many Christians are "antiCommunist," being Christians in the first place still serves the Jewish Communist
agenda, all day and all night.
Although there are several Bible verses that the Christians have misinterpreted
as being "Anti-Semitic," the purpose of this sermon is to address the THREE
most often-cited passages in the Christian Bible that people who are deluded by
Christian Identity, as well as forms of Christian "Replacement" Theology that
"flirt" with Christian Identity principles, use as references for accusing Satan of
being the "Father" of the Jewish people, which is an outrageous lie that relies on
the gullibility of its idiot followers.
Scripture #1: John 8:44 [Christ speaking]: "Ye are of your father the devil, and
the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie,
he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it."
Explanation: It must first be understood that if Christ had existed, he, himself,
would have been a Pharisee. I know that this causes many eyebrows to raise,
as most people have been conditioned to believe that Christ had "rebuked" the
Pharisees, who in turn, had him "nailed to the cross." With numerous books
being omitted when the Jews put the New Testament together, I can understand
how a lack of knowledge could cause this kind of confusion, but under the light of
new knowledge, stupidity will no longer be permitted.
What must be considered is that there were two main schools of Pharisaism
during the time of Jesus Christ's fictitious life; Bet Hillel and Bet Shammai. Christ
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was a proud member of Bet Hillel, while his opponents belonged to Bet
Shammai. The Bet Hillel Pharisees were trying to destroy the Gentiles by
creating a "Pagan" Judaism for them to follow that is based upon the Noahide
Commandments which became known as Christianity. While the Pharisees of
Bet Hillel had hoped that Christianity would cause a slow, agonizing death for the
Gentiles, the Pharisees of Bet Shammai just plain wanted to kill the Gentiles off
by immediate physical means. Either way, one side is just as evil and rotten as
the other. When all is said and done, a Jew is a Jew is a Jew, and their sole
reason for existing is to kill off the White race one way or another.
Rabbi Harvey Falk on Christ's Pharisaism: "...When the School of Shammai
gained control of the Jewish community (probably about 20 B.C.E.), the disciples
of Hillel and of his assistant Menahem left to join the Essenes, and to lead them
in establishing a religion for the Gentiles. It was then from the midst of these
Essene Hasidim and disciples of Hillel that Jesus of Nazareth emerged on his
mission." [1]
Regarding the non-existent "Anti-Semitism" in the Christian scriptures, and in this
case, John 8:44, in typical politically correct Jewish fashion, Rabbi Harvey Falk
briefly explains the Jewish origins of Christianity:
"Could it be that Jesus wasn't quoted correctly in the Gospels?... How could he
bring himself to call the Jews of his time children of the devil, and their places of
worship synagogues of Satan? Or was he really anti-Jewish or anti-traditionalist
at all?... The thesis I have proposed is based on the writings of the great
Talmudist and anti-Shabbatean Rabbi Jacob Emden, a valiant champion of
Orthodox Judaism during the eighteenth century...
His adversaries at the time were the Shabbateans, or followers of the false
seventeenth century messiah, Shabbatai Zevi. These Shabbateans--or Frankists
as they were called in his day--desecrated Jewish law and openly practiced
sexual immorality. When excommunicated by the Polish rabbinate, they
complained to certain Catholic bishops of being persecuted by the Jews because
they believed in the Trinity. This eventually led to the burning of the Talmud in
Poland, and these Frankists even tried to revive the notorious blood libel against
the Jews. When the leading rabbis of Poland asked Rabbi Emden whether it
would be permitted to explain the true nature of these immoral heretics to the
Polish authorities, Rabbi Emden replied in the affirmative, and also advised them
to ask the Christians for help against the Shabbateans. This led him into a
thorough analysis of the origins of Christianity and the original intent of its
founders. He concluded that Jesus and Paul had intended to create a religion for
the Gentiles based upon the seven Noahide Commandments... He believed that
Jesus of Nazareth acted entirely according to the Halakha [accepted Jewish
law]... R. Emden stressed that Jesus spoke out strongly on behalf of the Torah
of Moses, which indeed grants salvation to those Gentiles who practice the
Noahide Commandments..." [2]
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That is a very interesting and revealing statement about the Jewish Talmudic
Noahide Laws being the "cradle" of the Christian religion. Many of what would
be today's Shabbateans claim that Jesus Christ "is not the Jewish messiah,"
when in fact, this faction of Jews only say that and pretend to be his "Archenemies" to make Christianity look like it must be worth defending and fighting for
in the eyes of the Gentiles [see Romans chapter 11, concerning the temporary
"hardening of Israel" and the "fullness of the Gentiles"]. Both sides of the Jews
work to make Christianity look as "credible" as possible, fooling as many Gentiles
as they can, while moving forward, advancing the Jewish communist agenda.
Christianity relies on the idiocy of its followers.
It should now be obvious that Christ never condemned the entire Pharisee
movement in his outbursts against the school of Bet Shammai Pharisaism, in the
Bible or anywhere else. Likewise, Christ never addressed any ethnic Jews as
being the offspring of "Satan," considering that the Jews of that time used the
common statement of "your father the Devil" as a figure of speech and nothing
more. As a matter of fact, in the Bible, Christ says, in defense of the Jewish
people, that "salvation is from the Jews" (Matthew 4:22).
As for the identity of the true Evil One who fathered the Jewish people, it isn't the
Serpent [Samael/Enki/Satan; the one who offered physical and spiritual
perfection and immortality to his creation of Gentile humanity]; the Evil One is
none other than the Jews and their creators who go by the name of "YHVH."
Christians have this backwards. All one needs to do is take note of all of the
savage murders of innocent Aryan men, women, and children, and the
enslavement of non-White Gentiles throughout both Testaments of the Christian
Bible at the command of "YHVH" and his Jews to see who the REAL "Devil" and
"Father of Lies" is; he who was "a murderer from the beginning." It is not Satan!
http://see_the_truth.webs.com/YHVH_Murderer.htm
The next verse has also witnessed much controversy, as people who can't
understand the Jewish message of the Christian Bible misinterpret this verse as
being "Anti-Semitic," when it is most definitely not, but is anti-Gentile.
Scripture #2: Revelation 2:9 [Christ speaking]: "I know thy works, and
tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them,
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan."
Explanation: In more politically correct Jewish statements, Jewish author David
H. Stern admits that Christ never referred to any ethnic Jews who "reject" him as
being the "Synagogue of Satan," and that it is the Gentile Christians who are
given this epithet, as Gentiles, even if they are Christians, are not wanted by
Christ. This is the plain, unpainted truth. Christians are, and always have been,
deluding themselves:
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"Yochanan [John] writes about Gentiles who call themselves Jews but aren't -on the contrary, they are a synagogue of Satan, the Adversary (see Matthew
4:1N). Perhaps they, like the Gentile Judaizers of the book of Galations, adopted
a smattering of Jewish practices and tried to force them on Gentile Christians.
They may have subjected themselves to a legalistic perversion of the Torah (see
1 Corinthians 9:20&N). They apparently organized a pseudo-Messianic
synagogue... They probably drew Gentile Christians away from the truth and
thereby threatened the Messianic community.
Virtually all the commentators ignore the obvious and straightforward
interpretation that Yochanan is talking here about Gentiles who pretend to be
Jews. The same kind of expression is used in verse 2: "...you tested those who
call themselves emissaries but aren't -- and you found them to be liars." It
obviously refers to false apostles, and the commentators accept the literal sense
without demur. But here they opt for the metaphorical interpretation that
Yochanan is talking about Jews who reject Yeshua [Jesus Christ] as the Messiah
instead of the literal understanding that these are non-Jews who lie and say they
are Jews but in fact are Gentiles. In this way a verse which says nothing about
Jews is given a virulently antisemitic significance. The result is that over the
centuries Jews have had the epithet "synagogue of Satan" hurled at them by
Christians who thought they understood the Bible.
But nowhere in the New Testament are unbelieving Jews called non-Jews... Nor
does anything in the present context call for a violent outburst against Jews.
In the first century, the Jewish religion was highly regarded; many Gentiles
became Jewish proselytes. It is not surprising that other Gentiles preferred a
short-cut, reaping the advantage of Jewish identification without the burden of
adherence to Torah. Sha'ul [Paul] had already encountered such types in
Galatia (see Galations 6:12-13).
Should it nevertheless be thought improbable that Gentiles would call themselves
Jews, Hebrews or Israelites, consider the following modern examples. The
"British Israelites" regard the British as the Ten Lost Tribes. The Mormons not
only consider themselves to be the Ten Lost Tribes but regard themselves as
Jews and everyone else (real Jews included) as Gentiles! A sect of mostly
American-born blacks consider themselves the true Hebrews; several thousand
of them are living in Israel. All of these are Christians whose strong identification
with and love for the Jewish people has made them believe -- without a shred of
evidence -- that they are actually Jewish themselves (see 1 Titus 1:3b-4N)...
Without exception this phenomenon of Gentiles imagining and asserting they are
Jewish when they are not leads to strange patterns of doctrine and practice.
Such people are not accepted by Jews as Jewish... Isolated and self-destructive,
they can easily become prideful, neither obeying the Torah nor showing brotherly
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love to Yeshua's real followers. It is easy to see why Yeshua does not regard
them as harmlessly neutral but pegs them as a synagogue of the Adversary." [3]
Note: David H. Stern stated that the Jewish religion was "highly regarded" during
the first century C.E., but he didn't include the fact that the Gentiles were forced
to convert under the threat of genocide, murder, and terror, at the hands of the
allegedly "peace and freedom-loving" Jewish people. The Jews never change
when all is said and done. Although ubiquitous, neither does the Christian
[Jewish] "god" when stripped of "his" modern guises to appeal to diverse crowds.
See Malachi 3:6 where "god" says that "he" does not change.
The next scripture that is misunderstood by people who want to twist it to mean
something that it doesn't mean, once again attacks the Gentiles while praising
the Jewish people, and it enforces the worship of the Jews. This is no different
from how Jewish Communist dictatorships work, in that people have the choice
of either worshipping the Jewish or Jewish-approved Communist dictators [under
the most brutal conditions] or to refuse, which often resulted in the death of not
only one's self, but one's spouse/partner, children, family, and friends.
Christianity is a Communist religion, as it is Judaism. See Luke 19:27 where
Jesus Christ, himself, basically says what amounts to "Worship me or be
executed, goyim!"
Scripture #3: Revelation 3:9 [Christ speaking]: "Behold, I will make them of the
synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I
will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have
loved thee."
Explanation: "...On these Gentile pretenders, see Revelation 2:9N. I will cause
them to come and prostrate themselves at your feet, and they will know that I
have loved you. In his remarks on this phrase the non-Jewish commentator
George Eldon Ladd notes verses from the Tanakh [Old Testament] in which it is
prophesied that the pagan [Gentile] nations of the world will come and bow
before Israel (Isaiah 45:14, 49:23, 60:14; Ezekiel 36:23, 37:28), and then writes,
"These and many other passages look forward to a day of triumph of Israel over
the nations [Gentiles]; sometimes it is expressed in terms of the humiliation of the
gentiles before Israel, sometimes in the conversion of the gentiles to the faith of
Israel." (Revelation, Eerdmans, 1972, pp. 60-61) [4]
Although the Bible scriptures regarding whether Christ is "YHVH" "himself" in
human form or not totally contradict each other, in the scriptures we have seen,
Christ not only admits that he is not "God," but he enforces the worship of not
only himself, just like any other Communist dictator, but the rest of the Jewish
people, whom he loves, must also be worshiped and served day and night. The
Jews who claim to reject Jesus Christ don't really reject him. They only reject the
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18 or more Satanic Pagan Gods of the Gentiles who they stole from to create the
Jewish character of Christ.
There is, and never was, anything even remotely Aryan or White about
Christianity, including the Jewish program of Christian Identity. Whites who
refuse to wake up from these abominations, once they are given the opportunity
to, are actually betraying the White race and they are contributing to the Jewish
cause and will suffer the consequence, even if they believe the contrary.
Christianity, in all of its "flavors," is an insult to the White race and it will soon be
outlawed and completely destroyed in the coming world in the same manner that
Islam will be destroyed. The time has run out for these Jewish Communist
programs. Everyone must do their part and fight for Satan. He fights for our
survival and well-being. It should come natural to the Satanist to desire to help
our Father in return.
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